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PENTAX Ureteroreno and Cysto Scopes f~

VIDEO CYSTOSCOPE

ECY-1530
ViDEO

The ECY-1530, features a larger image and higher resolution than its Fiber counterparts. This unique
instrument incorporates a 2.0mm instrument channel within a slim 5.1mm insertion tube. The slim size
increases maneuverability and allows for easy introduction even through areas with severe strictures.

. Large Sereen, High Resolution
The unique design of the PENTAX ultra-small, high-resolution
CCO chip, has enabled us to increase the number of pixels as
compared to previous models. This results in creating
outstandingly crisp resolution images. In addition, the level of
observation and diagnostic potential has been improved with
the wide screen image on the TV monitor.

. Real Time Sub-sereen in Freeze Mode
When using the main Screen Freeze function tor
documentation purposes, a sub-screen appears showing the
real time live image. This feature increases the safety 01
observation and other diagnostic procedures.. Full 340° Defleetion

Range
The ECY-1530 deflects 220" up
and 120° down. This 3400 range
of deflection is achieved with an

extremely light bending section
wh ich permits observation of the
Vesicle Neck.

. Large 2.0mm Channel
The large 2.0mm channel allows an irrigation flow, even with
an accessory in plaGe,to maintain a clear fjeld of view.

. Enhaneed Ergonomie
Design

In order lor the endoscope
control section to be held more
comlortably, a rotatable PVE
connector/plug has been
designed. This innovation also
lessens hand fatigue caused by
umbilical Gablestrain.

. Instantaneous Reeording and Reproduetion of Images
In combination with hard copy equipment such as a VCR or color printer, a
physician now has the option of selecting the type of image recording and
reproduction needed. These functions can be operated by remote control fram
the control uni!.

. Totalimmersability
Cleaning and high level disinfection or sterilization have been considerably
simplified by the total immersability of these endoscopes. All internal channels
and external surface areas are accessible to reprocessing agents tor complete
disinfection/sterilization.

ECY-1530

Field 01 View 120"(inair),80°(inwater)

Depth 01 Field 350mm

Tip DeileGtion Up220"'Down120"

Rigid Distal Diameter gS5.3mm
Insertion Tube Diameter gS5.1mm

Diameter 01 Instrument Channel gS2.0mm

Working Length 400mm

Total Length 680mm



r Your Special Clinical Requirel11ents

PORTABLE CYSTO FIBERSCOPE

FCY-15RBS

The use of a battery-powered light source gives this revolutionary fiber scope true portability. With superb
image quality and excellent insertion capability, it represents a major step forward in endoscope usability.. Large Channel Design

The FCY-15RBS features a 4.9mm insertion tube with a 2.2mm instrument
channel, making it the perfect tool for a wide range of tasks, including biopsies
and clearing the viewing area of debris. A powerful irrigation system ensures
excellent visibility.. Excellent Distal Deflection and Wide Field of Vision
To facilitate operation and allow rotating observations within the bladder, the
scope deflects a remarkable 220' up and 120' down. It also has an extremely
wide viewing angle of 125' in air and 83" in wafer.. High Resolution Image Fiber - 40% Improvement
The capacity of the image fiber has been improved by 40% * to support enhanced
precision in observation and diagnosis. The large image size ensures easy,
efficient observation. (*ComparedwilhpreviousPENTAXproduCIS.)

PORTABLE URETERORENO FIBERSCOPE

FUR-9RBS
~TABLE

Without sacrificing performance, this self-iIIuminating portable fiberscope can easily be used anywhere
without the need tor an electrical outlet or conventional light source.

. VersatileLightSources
This unique instrument for urological endoscopic examination offers a variety of
illumination options including a detachable battery-powerd or AC-operated
miniature halogen lamps. Conventional light sources mayaiso be used with an
optional fiberoptic Gable.. Slim Design tor Easy Operation
The insertion tube of the FUR-9RBS is just 3.1 mm in diameter with a 1.2mm
instrument channel inside. It has index markings at 1OOmm from the tip and every
50mm to 650mm thereafter for convenience.. Waterproof Design and Superb Optics
The FUR-9RBS is fully waterproof, and offers an excellent wide-angle vision with
high-quality PENTAX optics.
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FCY-15RBS

Field of View 12S'(in air), 83'(in wafer)

Depth otField 3SOmm

Tip Deflection Up220"Down120'
Rigid'Distal Diameter f4.9mm
Insertion Tube Diameter f4.9mm
Diameterof InstrumentChannel f2.2mm
WorkingLength 400mm

Total Length 680mm

FUR-9RBS

Field of View 90' (in air) , 64' (in water)

Depth 01Field 1 SOmm

Tip Deflection Up180"Down180'
Rigid Distal Diameter f3.0mm
Insertion Tube Diameter f3.1mm
Diameter01InstrumentChannel f1.2mm
Working Length 700mm

Total Length 980mm
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Self-contai nedfatterY/lam p
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The use of a lightweight battery-
powered miniature lamp eliminates the
need tor bulky light sources. This
cordless and truly portable system is
excellent in emergency situations, on a
"Crash cart" or whenever space or an
electrical source is limited.

.Halogen Lamp/Battery Unit

BS-LH2 IHigh-brightness Type)

Halogen Lamp/Battery Unit Specifications

Miniature lam th AC Adapter
r~

Detachable Fjt)~roptic Cable
,-,l'

Sy connecting a detachable fiberoptic
Gablewith optional adapters,conventional
PENTAX (and other manufacturers')
light sources can be used.

Sy simply plugging the AC adapter
directly into a regular electrical outlet,
you can perform endoscopic procedures
at the bedside or on hause calls without
cumbersome additional light sources.

.AG Adapter with Halogen Lamp .Fiberoptic Gable

,
BS-LHACU/E/B

IHigh-brightness Type)

BS-LCt

AC Adapter with Halogen Lamp Specifications
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BS.LH1 (Econornical Type) BS-LH2 (High-brightness Type)

HalogenLarnp Type LNS-BP310 BS-H2

Average Life Span Approx. 100 haues Apprax. 20 haues

Rating 3V 1.5W 2.5V 1.8W

Lithium'8attery Type CR123A/DL123A CR123A/DL 123A

Average Life Span Approx. 90minutes Apprax. 60minutes

In
Economical Type High-brightnessType

BS-LHAC2 BS-LHAC3 BS-LHACU BS-LHACE BS-LHACB*

Halagen tamp Type LNS-BP310 LNS-BP310 BS-H2 BS-H2 BS-H2

Average Life Span Approx. 100 haues Approx. 100 haues Approx. 20 haurs Approx. 20 haurs Approx. 20 haues

Rating 3V 1.5W 3V1.5W 2.5V 1.8W 2.5V 1.8W 2.5V 1.8W

Valtage 120V 230V 120V 230V 230V


